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Sweden’s Pilot PRT program continues with further study of the three finalists – (1)
Stockholm’s academic district, (2) the industrial suburb of Sodertalje and (3) the historic
university-research city of Uppsala. This disappoints many who had hoped construction
of a Swedish project might already be underway. Still, there was evident support for
the conference. Consultants Rejners (engineering) and Faveo (project management)
were sponsors, as well as the European Union’s Regional Development Fund. In the
background of PCC5 were signs of serious interest around Arlanda Airport and whispers
of a test track underway elsewhere.
Viking Vision
What is behind this Swedish boldness? The planner from the Stockholm suburb
Upplands Vasby near Arlanda Airport held high their Viking traditions – we need better
mobility? We’ll create it. This was his motivation for broad-stroked PRT studies which
include architectural aspects and coordination with greater Stockholm’s transit agency.
“Citizens are open to it” he reported.
In stark contrast to the depressing political and economic atmosphere in the US, in
Sweden robust PRT visions were touted in many cities and forums. Uppsala’s master
plan, for example, will make this growing university city “almost carbon neutral”. Many
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stakeholders are “very interested“ in a “win-win” PRT scenario with a “good business
case”. This is clearly not Kansas!
Et voila, une Belge! A planner-architect from Brussels attracted much attention with
her work with real estate developers (“the only customer at the conference”). One big
project involves redeveloping a large tract of land in Euro-capital Brussels with “sexy”
connections to metros and external parking.

HEATHROW NUMBERS
At PCC5 Ultra’s new managing director Fraser
Brown mentioned that a “media launch” would
take place September 15th although regular
passenger service had been in place since
April 18th. Since that time over 100,000
passengers had been carried. The service
runs for 22 hours weekdays, 20 hours on
Saturdays and 21 hours on Sunday (to allow
time for track inspections). This is equivalent
to 1000 passengers per day, and it replaces
500 bus trips per day.
Availability is about 99 percent. It was 99.9
percent in June. Each vehicle has four lasers
for guidance and control.
“This is monumental,” gushed Princeton
Professor Alain Kornhauser, chair of ATRA’s
Board.

Videos of most PCC5 presentations
can be seen at
www.podcarcity.org.
Next Podcar Steps?
These two intense days in Stockholm
allowed ample technical exchanges,
project brokering and opinion-sharing
about the future of PRT. PCC5 was
organized by the US and European
branches of the Institute for
Sustainable Transportation (IST) in
cooperation with ATRA, Multiple
obstacles and solutions were
debated. Are PRT standards needed?
What are “early adopters” looking
for? How can we manage
expectations in the face of ambitious
environment-al goals?

PCC5 was dominated by Swedish
interests and outlooks. How can we motivate other countries was a frequent question.
The main personalities behind the event were Magnus Hunhammar and Christer
Lindstrom. Looking forward, Hunhammar
thinks that a clear-headed video is needed
to effectively present the compelling
MASDAR TIDBITS
advantages of PRT to create sustainable
urban futures. Lindstrom is banking on
At PCC5 in Stockholm last September, Robbert
visualization software and hopes to release
Lohmann shared insights into the design trade-offs
easy-to-use Encitra early next year.
Will there be a PCC6 in 2012? That has
not yet been decided. Abu Dhabi,
Brussels, London and Turkey have been
mentioned as possible venues. Perhaps
there will instead be a traveling show that
rotates to a string of sites where interest
is strong. Many are watching Sweden.
Several weeks after the conference, a
PRT exhibit at Arlanda Airport was well
received, and meetings of stakeholders
went very well.
Til sammans — with Swedish excellence
in urban design and technical precision.
All together to podcar realizations!
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incorporated into the 2getthere PRT now shuttling in
Abu Dhabi’s new town district known as Masdar. It
carries about 800 passengers per day. The busiest
day recorded a ridership of 3600. The service is well
used during lunch and dinner hours.
Average occupancy is 2.3 people per trip, and
voluntary ridesharing is evident. Availability has
averaged 99.6 percent, although it was 99.4 percent
more recently.
In the very hot climate along the Persian Gulf, keeping
passengers comfortable is a challenge. One way to
achieve this is by boosting air condition when vehicles
are re-charging batteries while docked at stations.
2getthere@Masdar had logged 180,000 safe trips
as of early October.
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
by Stan Young, written in Orlando mid-October

Greetings from Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) World Congress!
For those not familiar with ITS, it started about two decades ago with the concept of
applying computer technology to highways to increase efficiency, throughput, and
safety. The original vision included fully automated vehicles, culminating in a highway
demo in San Diego in 1998, as many of you may be aware.
The ITS movement then backed away from fully automated vehicles — not due to
technological difficulties, but rather what I would call ‘culture shock’ realities. When
highway authorities realized the massive changes in philosophy and responsibility
were necessary to transform road building organizations into transport management
centers, support quickly dimmed and morphed to vehicle technologies to assist drivers
with lower disruptive impact on existing support systems.
Parallel Situations for ITS and PRT
Yesterday I participated in a workshop
whose participants continue to pursue full
highway automation. Just as I sense
momentum building in the advanced transit
world, I see interest in vehicle automation
surging, putting pressure on regulatory and
legal structures. Just as Google encouraged
Nevada to investigate the legal framework
for autonomous driving, car manufacturers
(e.g. BMW’s auto-parking mechanism) find
ready safety and driver assist technologies
held back by a regulatory environment that
never anticipated such technological
capabilities.
We now have PRT technologies that are
market ready. France’s Michel Parent
advises that there are three CyberCar (=
PRT?) suppliers with deployed product and
another three (who?) poised for their first
system. This is a vast change from even
five years ago.
ATRA’s Response
ATRA must respond to this new reality in various ways including revisiting the definition
of ‘Advanced Transit’. Most agree that it encompasses systems that are automated,
networked and demand-responsive (the high end being PRT).
Creation of an ATRA Industry Group (ATRA IG) has been proposed. ATRA’s Board is
to discuss this in a teleconference in late October. ATRA IG may provide a means for
emerging commercial entities to continue to support and further ATRA’s longer term
visions in ways beneficial to everyone, while also serving the needs of an emerging
commercial sector.

ITS developers are reexamining automated
vehicle movements
concurrent with a
surge in PRT interests.

2011 was a high water mark in many respects. 2012 promises to generate even greater
progress. Please continue to support ATRA in 2012 by renewing your membership,
making donations of cash or your time, your perspectives and interest.
TransitPulse
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(RE)JOIN ATRA
It's not too early to renew your ATRA membership for
2012. Memberships expire at the end of each calendar
year. If you renew or join now at www.advancedtransit.net,
it will ensure your full participation now through all of
2012. Dues are $50 a year. They bring discounts at ATRA
and other events, direct delivery of each issue of
TransitPulse and many network opportunities.
Moreover, your membership helps ATRA carry out its
mission -- host events, conferences, and workshops;
educate professionals and policy makers; provide literature
and materials to interested citizens; and shape the global
direction of the entire advanced transportation industry.
Within ATRA, the voices and contributions of its members
are vital, and we look forward to working with you in the
year to come!
It is an exciting time for advanced transit. Current
concerns over energy and sustainability are creating
opportunities for more advanced transport options.
Initial installations of PRT systems have caught the
attention of the public and urbo-bloggers around the
world, and there are expectations that they will evolve
to larger systems in the near future. ATRA is considering reconfiguring its corporate members into a worldwide organization of professionals involved in advanced
transit projects. Join now and get in on the ground
floor so you can participate in, and help influence,
these exciting developments.

TECHNIX: JANUARY 21
ATRA’s annual Technical Information
Exchange will take place January 21, 2012
just before the start of the Annual Meeting
of the US Transportation Research Board
(TRB). Unlike like last year, Technix 2012
will be on Saturday with a full day for these
friendly and informal show & tell presentations,
for lots of technical Q&A and for good inhouse ATRA fellowship.
The Technix 2012 program is now being
set. There is room for several more speakers,
video spinners, software dazzlers and just
plain old civic thinking about our mobility
future. If you want a spot, email
lfabian21@gmail.com soon.
Technix 2012 will start a 10am sharp at the
Center for Advanced Transportation
Technologies (CATT) of the University of
TransitPulse

Your editor, shown here
visiting a PRT demo
south of Boston on a
cold day last spring,
says "Renew your ATRA
membership NOW."

Anglo-American ATRA
member Nathan Koren
now crunching numbers
for projects in India, says
"ATRA membership
keeps you into current
intelligence on global
mobility breakthroughs.
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Maryland in College Park. This is 9 miles (13.5km) northeast of Capitol Hill – within
the Beltway along historic US Route 1. CATT is at 5000 College Ave. Bldg 806. It is
near the College Park metro station of the Green Line. Parking is ample. Doors will
open for registration and coffee at 9:30.
The lower early registration fee of $35, which includes coffee and lunch, is available
through January 5. After that, $45. On-site registration will be $50. These rates are
for ATRA and Kompass members only. Non-members pay $48/$58/$63.
Will Ackel, Ingmar Andreasson, Wayne Cottrell, Bob Johnson, Peter Muller and
Kjensmo (Andrea) Walker have already reserved places in the Technix 2012 program.
There may be a special session on how ATRA (and others) define “advanced transit”.

155 APMS AROUND THE WORLD
Six new APMs started carrying
passengers in 2011, bringing the
world APM Count to 155 installations. Collectively they carry about
7.4 million passengers safely on
an typical day and have remarkably
positive safety records.
Below is a breakdown by the three
major types of installations – airport
settings, those in a range of institutional and recreational campuses
and those as public transit. Also
given are the best estimates of
average daily ridership.
Type of Installation

Airports (airside)
Airfronts (landside)
Leisure settings
Institutional
Transit (metros)
Local transit
All APMs

Number Daily Ridership
(000)

36
14
29
23
34
19
155

1,553
349
264
443
4,367
378
7,363

The six new operations are:
(a) the airside shuttle at Sacramento
Airport supplied by Bombardier
(b) the MIAmover now connecting Miami
Airport to a new car rental center and
intermodal facility
(c) a few autonomous vehicles (robocars)
operating on a secluded largely pedestrian
street in La Rochelle, France (tiny;
considered institutional, not transit; carrying
only 40 pax/day, three hours/day
TransitPulse

(d) a university campus
circulator in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
supplied by Ansaldo
(e) the Busan-Gimhae metro line
outside Seoul supplied by Thales
(controls) and Hyundai (vehicles)
(f) Dubai’s Green Line supplied
by Thales (controls) and MHI
(vehicles) already carrying about
100,000 daily passengers

The APM at Zurich Airport
shown here is one of the
155 worldwide operating
with impressive ease,
economy and safety.

The proto-PRT systems at
Masdar, Abu Dhabi and
Heathrow Airport, London
were counted as opened in
2010 even though service
was tentative then and not
in fully regular service until
2011. Likewise, the
automated monorail by
Urbanaut in Korea was
counted in 2010 even
though adjustments are still
being made to its service.
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CPRT TAKES ON MONTHLY RHYTHM
The Citizens for PRT group centered in
Minnesota’s Twin Cities area has established an (almost) monthly approach to
reaching out to local citizens and officials
about the benefits and potential of PRT.
In a noteworthly burst of acitivity since
last spring, CPRT has been present at
the following events:
March 1: Transportation Career Expo @
University of Minnesota
April 8/9: Local Government Sustainability
Workshop and the Twin Cities Sustainable
Communities Conference, Downtown
Minneapolis
May 7/8: Living Green Expo @ Minnesota State Fairgrounds
June 17-19: Energy Fair in Custer, Wisconsin, sponsored by the
Energy Association

Midwest Renewable

August 2-6: North American Conference of the Council of Georgist Organizations in
Bloomington, Minnesota

A 21st century view of
demand for classic PRT
vehicles by ATRA member
Peter Muller, who thinks
your employer should be
a corporate sponsor of
ATRA.

August 15-19: Building Community Exhibition (with ATRA), IDS Center, Downtown
Minneapolis, as described in the Sept/Oct issue of TransitPulse
September 24: Moving Planet Event, State Capitol
Last September, the University of Minnesota published a report justifying a full feasbility
study of PRT. The anti-PRT blogger KA was quick to jump on it as a waste of money,
trying to mobilize transit traditionalists and other Luddites to block any such “waste of
money”.
For more information about CPRT, contact Kjensmo Walker at walk828@gmail.com.

THE LOW-PROFILE BRITISH PRT DESIGNER

Andrew Howarth
(second from left) —
the H in WGH —
listens patiently at
PB-sponsored APM
seminar in London
last September.

WGH is a small British company
that has designed and built half
a dozen small APMs over the last
two decades. WGH also played
an early R&D role in the Vectus
PRT program.
Preferring to keep a low profile,
WGH comes for a background
of mining equipment design and
delivery. As a result, few PRT
advocates know about its
portfolio of “dark rides” at

TransitPulse
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museums in Helsinki and Abu Dhabi, a film production facility in Manchester and a
mall near Belfast. Andrew Howarth is the “H” in WGH, and he is working on a dark ride
for the Titanic exhibit in Belfast with eleven 6-seat vehicles, to open next March. Other
current projects include a Ferris wheel in Kuwait; a dark ride in a large science park
in Doha (Qatar); rehabilitation of an Arrow monorail in Blackpool, England; and an
advisory role to a British “pipe APM” development.
Howarth claims that he provided the initial PRT concepts to the Korean conglomerate
Posco. These evolved into the Vectus test facility in Uppsala, Sweden and the next
generation being installed at a nature preserve in South Korean. Howarth is negotiating
with major investors, or may well sell the company…. unless the upsurge in PRT
interest materializes into an active and ready market. Then we may be hearing more
from a mouse that can roar.

ATRA GOVERNANCE
The Advanced Transit Association (ATRA) is a not-for-profit membership corporation,
currently registered in the Commonwealth of Virginia. ATRA was established in 1976
and maintains an annual calendar that rotates around a Business Meeting, traditionally
conducted in Washington DC in January. ATRA undertakes projects (such as position
papers, brochures or web development) and events (such technical workshops,
seminars, small conferences etc) as needed. ATRA’s Executive Committee communicates
on a regular basis to deal with month-to-month issues. TransitPulse disseminates
ATRA information every other month.
ATRA is governed by an elected Board of at most twenty-five Directors. Officers are
elected on an annual basis. ATRA is organized exclusively for educational purposes
to further the following objectives:
(1) To improve the quality of urban life through the judicious
application of advanced transit technology and planning concepts
to transit service.
(2) To disseminate information on advanced transit to the
members, to the interested professions, to the public, and to
representatives of all levels of government.
(3) To improve the quality of transit-system analysis, planning,
design, and implementation.

Where will
Princeton
Professor Alain
Kornhauser's ITSsharp vision take
ATRA in 2012?

TransitPulse

No substantial part of the activities of ATRA shall involve
carrying on propaganda on behalf of, or otherwise
attempting to influence legislation, and ATRA shall
not participate in, or otherwise intervene in (including
the publishing or distribution of statements) any
political campaign on behalf of any candidate
for public office. Notwithstanding any other
provisions of these articles, ATRA shall
not, except to an insubstantial
degree, engage in any
activities or exercise any
powers that are not in
furtherance of the
purposes of the
corporation.
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In January, ATRA’s annual Business Meeting is timed to coincide with the Annual
Meeting of the Transportation Research Board (TRB, part of US Academy of Science
and Engineering). This year it takes place Sunday, January 22. The exact time and
location (mostly a room at the Washington Hilton Hotel) will be announced in the next
issue of TransitPulse.
The above is based on ATRA Bylaws.

LONDON DOCKLANDS EXPANDS
The ever-growing and always impressive Docklands Light
Railway will play an important part in moving crowds for
the Olympics Games next year in the British capital.
Automated but attended, the starter section opened around
1990 and triggered massive office construction. This density
then justified the much costlier investment in a metro
(Underground) line to serve the Docklands – then a derelict
wharf and warehouse district a bit downstream from The
City (London’s Wall Street) and the historic Tower of London.
Subsequent improvements and expansions to the DLR have
served and guided the creation of a dense district of highrise office towers that now dominates London’s skyline in
a way similar to American CBDs.
Started with single vehicle operations that were quickly
expanded to 2-car consists, many branches of the DLR network
now carry 3-car trains. Daily ridership on a fleet of 149 vehicles
(mostly supplied by Bombardier) that was about 200,000 a
few years ago stood at 270,000 in early September with
300,000 on peak days. A huge mall opened on September
13, boosting volumes even
higher. Next year will bring
Olympic crowds.
The DLR was originally
planned by a development
authority, not London
Transport. It is operated by
contractor Serco with rules
that differ significantly from
the union-dominated network
of Underground and national
rail lines. Passengers do not
sense these LT and DLR
differences as the faring
systems are fully integrated.
After expected crowds to
some of the main Olympic
venues are handled on the
newest DLR branch next year, attention will turn to further extensions that have been
planned and discussed. Automated transit exists in England, although few transport
professionals pay much attention to it. Nor do financial analysts fully appreciate the
DLR’s intertwining of transit and real estate development.

TransitPulse
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THE VALUE OF (DRIVERLESS) TRANSIT
In that part of the world where oil purchases are
filling instead of draining the economy, things
are booming. In smarter parts of that world such
as Dubai, leaders are deliberately discouraging
car travel and re-orienting urban life to transit.
Dubai’s goal is to boost the share of transit from
6% to 34% transit by 2020 and the backbone
of this strategy is two lines of driverless metro.
Two more are planned.
Building metros, of course, requires substantial
investment. Dubai’s first line opened in 2009.
Station naming rights were sold for 21 stations,
reportedly raising a staggering $600 million. The
longer Green Line opened last September, starting with 55,000 pax/day (30,000 transferring
from the Red Line). Within a month, this grew to 100,000. Officials have launched a second
round of station naming sales and expect to generate even more cash this time.

RIDE-SHARING ON PRT

The recently opened
APM at Miami Airport
is an airfront minimetro - driverless
with safe, passengerfriendly service. It was
supplied by MHI.

While many PRT theorists insist that a private taxi-like ride is the key to the attractiveness
to the riding public that will propel the long-awaited revolution in urban mobility, contrary
trends are evident. At the 5th Podcar Cities conference in Stockholm last September,
Martin Pemberton of Vectus UK revealed that vehicles on the first installation now underway
in South Korea will accommodate 6-8 passengers.
The test facility in Sweden has vehicles sized for
4-5 passengers.
Other PCC5 presentations on the two operating
PRT shuttles in very different cultural and climatic
settings (Heathrow Airport, London and Masdar
in Abu Dhabi) both included comments that ridesharing was spontaneously occurring at rates
higher than expected. According to Robbert
Lohmann of 2getthere, one Masdar trip included
three women, two strollers and five children! Is
there an underlying factor of human sociability
at play here?
Ride-sharing the Key?
Responding to the presentation of a pallet dual-mode concept by Israeli Netan Goldberg
at PCC5, ATRA chair Alain Kornhauser offered a skeptical opinion that advances in
autonomous (driverless) car operations are so stunning that they will accomplish the
benefits of dual-mode with no need for guideways. Moreover, from studying PRT
networks across the state of New Jersey with successive classes of Princeton students,
Kornhauser feels that the ride-sharing opportunities at PRT station are a very significant
advantage that dual-mode concepts lack.

In this Zurich Airport
APM vehicle, is
sharing a ride with
strangers worse than
being cramped into
minimal vehicles?

Small-vehicle PRT may minimize guideway, vehicle and station costs. But larger
vehicles more easily accommodate not only obese people and passengers with large
packages, but also encourage our natural and advantageous ride-sharing tendencies.
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AIRPORTS
Dubai, UAE: Opening of Concourse 3 for exclusive use of Emirates Airline A380
Airbuses and its APM connection, being supplied by MHI, has been delayed until 2012.
Air traffic is growing dramatically, currently at about 60m/year. With the opening of
Concourse 3, capacity will be 75m/year. Further expansions with Concourse 4, soon
to be tendered, and Terminal 2 will boost it to 90m by 2018. Further APM expansion
or additions plans have being studied, but have not yet been announced.
London, England: The Ultra PRT service
at Terminal 5’s parking garage started carrying
passengers last year. At first it was restricted
to airport employees. Then it was quietly
opened to the general public last spring and
through the summer. Finally last September,
the airport pods were the focus of a formal
“media launch”. The announced price for the
3.8km (one-way) shuttle from the parking
garage of Terminal 5 to a pair of parking lots
is £30 million, equivalent to about $50 million.
This first stage is essentially a shuttle with
one end forked. There are about twenty
laser-guided, battery-powered vehicles.
According to Ultra’s new managing director
Fraser Brown, the system operates 22 hours
a day and carries about 500 passengers.
Availability is at 99 percent or better.
Miami, Florida: The $260-million 2km, 8-vehicle MIAmover supplied by MHI started
hauling passengers from the tight horseshoe-shaped terminals to a new $1.7-billion
ground transportation center last September. The Miami Intermodal Center (MIC for
short) includes a car rental center, some parking and future connection to metro and
regional transit. Officials expect this to decongest the airport’s roadways and very
limited terminal curb space. Buses to car rentals are gone. No one knows the intensity
of the APM’s use: the best guess is 50,000pax/day. That will increase when MIC transit
connections are in place, outlying parking is offered and hotel and other airfront
amenities are added at a future mid-way station.

Sacramento's new
Bombardier shuttle:
simple, easy and
$31 million for a
335-meter shuttle.

Sacramento, California: Last month a 335-meter (1100’) Bombardier shuttle started
carrying passengers from a new landside terminal with striking artwork and adjacent
parking to a new airside concourse. The total project cost was about $1.1-billion and
raises capacity to 16m/year. The APM was supplied for a fixed price of $31.3-million
for only two vehicles. This becomes $43m when provisions for five years of O&M are
included. The hourly capacity is 3800 pphpd. The project came in under budget and
a few months early. The vehicles were delivered in March of 2010.
Zurich, Switzerland: The 1.1km APM shuttle supplied by Otis and opened in 2003
was running regularly early last September. See the accompanying photos on pages
5 and 9.
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